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Kaz Cooke Kidwrangling
Now you have a baby, what are you going to do
with it?! Kaz Cooke, the author of the
bestselling pregnancy book Up the Duff, has
you covered from your very first day with a
baby. With reassuring info, helpful
suggestions, answers to your worries and
quotes from Australian parents, Babies &
Toddlersis backed by the professional advice
of more than thirty medical and other
experts. crying * sleeping * breastfeeding *
bottle-feeding * health & body image for new
mums * coping * developmental milestones *
eating * common illnesses * fun stuff *
safety * toilet training * tantrums (theirs
and yours) * extra stuff for dads * and much,
much more. Fun, practical and updated every
year, Babies & Toddlershas everything you
need to know about looking after babies and
toddlers.
The landscape of early childhood education
and care is changing. Governments world-wide
are assuming increasing authority in relation
to child-rearing in the years before school
entry, beyond the traditional role in
assisting parents to do the best they can by
their children. As part of a social agenda
aimed at forming citizens well prepared to
play an active part in a globalised knowledge
economy, the idea of ‘early learning’
expresses the necessity of engaging
caregivers right from the start of children’s
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lives. Nichols, Rowsell, Rainbird, and Nixon
investigate this trend over three years, in
two countries, and three contrasting regions,
by setting themselves the task of tracing
every service and agent offering resources
under the banner of early learning. Far from
a dry catalogue, the study involves in-depth
ethnographic research in fascinating spaces
such as a church-run centre for African
refugee women and children, a state-of-theart community library and an Australian
country town. Included is an unprecedented
inventory of an entire suburban mall. Richly
visually documented, the study employs
emerging methods such as Google-mapping to
trace the travels of actual parents as they
search for particular resources. Each chapter
features a context investigated in this
large, international study: the library, the
mall, the clinic, and the church. The author
team unravels new spaces and new networks at
work in early childhood literacy and
development.
Shortlisted for the 2010 Miles Franklin Award
and the 2010 Prime Minister’s Literary Award,
the Age Fiction Book of the Year. Winner of
the Dobbie Prize. A stunning first novel from
a Melbourne author. The story of the Brown
family will wrench at your heart and make you
hug those you love ever tighter. Emmett Brown
is as dark as Heathcliff, and as
unpredictable. Sometimes he's an inspiration,
but not often. He's a man of booze and
obsessions: one of them is his 'System', an
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attempt to bend the laws of probability. But
when the lottery numbers and horses fail him,
so do love and reason, and he becomes an ogre
to his wife and children. For the innocents Louisa, Rob, Peter, Daniel and Jessie - the
bonds formed hiding in hedges at the end of
the street, waiting for the maelstroms to
pass, are complex and unbreakable. Over the
years, the consequences of Emmett's rages
shape both their spirits and psyches, but as
he lies dying they discover that love however imperfect - is the best defence
against pain. The Book of Emmett is a novel
about hope and love and surviving.
'It's not every day a handsome young man
appears on your doorstep to ask if you're a
respectable woman.' Miss Ada Delroy and her
famous vaudeville troupe stormed five
continents, enchanting royalty, miners and
larrikins alike with her wit, illusions, and
breathtaking dances. 'I had a diamond pendant
near as big as an emu egg off the Maharajah
of What's-His-Name. They named a racehorse
after me, and a pigeon and a potato soup on
an Orient steamship.' Under the costume made
from 100 yards of billowing silk was a woman
who couldn't help being both fabulous and
disreputable. Down on her luck in a rented
room in Melbourne, morphia cocktail in hand,
Ada receives a visitor. Is she ready to share
her secrets? Inspired by photos of real 1890s
vaudevillians, Kaz Cooke brings to life a
forgotten world of cunning clairvoyants and
trained cockatoos; of fierce loyalties and
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mixed lollies; the glamour of the stage and
the muck of the road. Funny, inventive and
lovingly researched, Ada is the story of an
extraordinary woman in the toughest of times,
with the courage to make herself the star.
'I'll tell you what I loved about being a
theatrical. You're a custodian of magic, a
purveyor of glamour, a repository of mystery.
You're someone.' 'I was enchanting, and
indefatigable, and dainty, and all the other
words they find to avoid saying 'beautiful'.
The word they used the most was 'piquant'.
Makes you feel like chutney.' - Ada Delroy A
former reporter and cartoonist, Kaz Cooke is
the author of the bestselling books Up The
Duff, Kidwrangling, Girl Stuff, Girl Stuff
8-12, Women's Stuff, and the children's
picture books Wanda Linda Goes Berserk and
The Terrible Underpants, which is not
entirely autobiographical. This novel grew
out of her research and exhibition during a
Creative Fellowship at the State Library of
Victoria, 2013-2015.
12 Ways to Give Your Child a Head Start in
the First 3 Years
New Networks, New Actors
Your Full-on Guide to the Teen Years
The First Five Years
The Fascinating Story of Australia's First
Children's Author
Kaz Cooke, the trusted author of Up the Duff, understands and
shares the emotional and protective feelings of parents deciding
whether to immunise babies and older kids. We're faced with a
bamboozling mess of conflicting advice and a history of scary
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scandals. Kaz cuts through the muddle, madness and medical
language so you can be properly informed and make your own
decision. Years in development, this slimline Penguin Special is
friendly, easy-to-read and based on solid research. It distils info
from bestselling books Kidwrangling, Girl Stuff and Women's Stuff,
plus all the latest expert medical and other advice. Here are the
straight answers to all your questions and concerns about immunising
kids, from babies to teenagers.
The Rough Guide to Girl Stuff is packed with everything a girl
needs to know to get her through the teen years. From friends, body
changes, clothes school stress, exercise and sex to smoking,
embarrassment, dieting, guys, drinking, drugs and heartbreak. Not to
mention how to beat bullies and mean girls, earn money, find new
friends and get on with your family. Written by award winning
author Kaz Cooke, in extensive consultation with medical,
psychological and practical experts; The Rough Guide to Girl Stuff
provides a wealth of practical tips and non-judgemental advice for
teens (and their parents!) Girl Stuff is split in to four key themes:
Body, Head, Heart and On the Go and each chapter includes facts,
hints, inspiring lists, hundreds of quotes from real girls, and details
of websites and books for useful tips if you want to find out more.
Designed to be a friend through the teenage years, The Rough Guide
to Girl Stuff will be your best friend through every change and
challenge. Girl Stuff is the book I wanted when I was a teenager; a
'best friend' that will honestly answer every question about
everything" (Kaz Cooke)
What would you do if everyone in the whole wide world saw your
most Terrible Underpant? That's the problem Wanda-Linda has to
solve one windy day. Readers of any age will be powerless to resist
this cautionary tale about sprinklers, Mrs. Kafoops, a hairy-nosed
wombat, and some worn-out elastic.
Whether you're starting or ending a relationship, a friend has found a
lump in her breast, you're in debt, your partner's lost interest in sex
or you don't know whether to believe the moisturiser label, Women's
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Stuff is your must-have guide, from leaving school to menopause
and beyond. It's a best friend in book form, a complete guide to how
to get your life together and face any challenge at any age. It's also
the ultimate fib detector - Kaz has sifted the facts and tested the
claims, exposing the lies women are told about cosmetics, other
products and their health, and explaining which info you can trust
and how to find the truth about everything. It covers the practical
side of life, including work, money and homemaking, as well as
getting to know and make friends with your body, family, mental
and physical health, and sex and relationships. Three years in
preparation, this guide book to making the most of yourself and your
life includes the quotes and comments of more than 7000 women
from all over the world, sharing their innermost thoughts on
everything from sex to housework, drinking problems and hopes for
the future. Providing info at your fingertips, if and when you need it,
whichever stage your life is at, Women's Stuff will save you money
and make you happier. Visit www.womensstuffbook.com.au for
more 'Not so much a book as a 770-page compendium of
womanhood. Packed with advice on everything from food to moods
to workplace bullies to money management (including a caution
against sugar daddies). Buy it for the house and hope your teenage
daughter falls over it and learns some sense. Or your mum.'
Australian Women's Weekly 'a must-have guide to life's challenges
from relationships to health, housework and sex, with comments and
quotes from women around the world.' B Magazine 'This book ticks
all the boxes for funny but, like all Cooke's work, is also packed
with useful info. There's everything from fashion and flirting to
managing your money and escaping an abusive relationship. This
easy-to-read life bible will be awesome when the going gets tough,
you need some advice, or if you just feel like a laugh.' Cosmopolitan
'It's a best friend in book form, a complete guide to how to get your
life together and face any challenge at any age (and) the ultimate fib
detector - Kaz has sifted the facts and tested the claims, exposing the
lies women are told about cosmetics, other products and their
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health...... 'femail.com.au 'Cooke gets the tone just right...... warm,
funny when the subject matter warrants it, factual without ever being
bossy.' Herald Sun 'a manifesto for the modern Australian
woman...... chock-a-block with oestrogen-charged information and
advice (and) delivered with Cooke's signature irreverent and razorsharp repartee.' Melbourne Weekly 'Bound to become your best
friend in book-format, this is a must have guide to women's health,
body image sex and relationships.' Mindfood magazine 'Irresistible
read' Real Living '(Kaz Cooke's Women Stuff) will cement her
position as Australia's best-selling author of womanly advice...... Just
as Australian women grab (Stephanie) Alexander's book to figure
out what to do with extra lemons, they read Cooke for guidance...'
Saturday Age 'Hooray for Kaz Cooke! Not content with being a
cartoonist with an innate ability to make you grin, she also writes
best-selling guides. This new work, the size and price of a serious
cookbook, considers Australian women...... It is an encyclopaedia
for dipping into and could even do serious damage when thrown at a
burglar. Invaluable.' Sunday Age 'Fun, friendly and serious by
The Real Guide to Caring for Babies, Toddlers, and Little Kids
Escaping Control & Abuse: How to Get Out of a Bad Relationship
& Recover from Assault
The Rough Guide to Pregnancy and Birth
Breast Health: Everything you Need to Know about Bosoms, Breast
Lumps & Beyond
10,000+ Practical Hints & Tips

What would you do if everyone in the whole wide world
saw your Terrible Underpants? That's the problem WandaLinda has to solve, one windy day. Kaz Cooke brings us a
warm, funny story about sprinklers, a helicopter, Mrs
Kafoops, a hairy-nosed wombat called Glenda – and some
worn-out elastic.
'It's not every day a handsome young man appears onyour
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doorstep to ask if you're a respectable womanâ ]' Miss
Ada Delroy and her famous vaudeville troupe stormed
five continents, enchanting royalty, miners and larrikins
alike with her wit, illusions, and breathtaking dances. 'I
had a diamond pendant near as big as an emu egg off the
Maharajah of What's-His-Name. They named a racehorse
after me, and a pigeon and a potato soup on an Orient
steamship.' Under the costume made from 100 yards of
billowing silk was a woman who couldn't help being both
fabulous and disreputable. Down on her luck in a rented
room in Melbourne, morphia cocktail in hand, Ada
receives a visitor. Is she ready to share her secrets?
Inspired by photos of real 1890s vaudevillians, Kaz Cooke
brings to life a forgotten world of cunning clairvoyants
and trained cockatoos; of fierce loyalties and mixed
lollies; the glamour of the stage and the muck of the road.
Funny, inventive and lovingly researched, Ada isthe story
of an extraordinary woman in the toughest of times, with
the courage to make herself the star. 'I'll tell you what I
loved about being a theatrical. You're a custodian of
magic, a purveyor of glamour, a repository of mystery.
You're someone.' 'Ada is absolutely compelling, complex
and real! This Lady Thesp leaps off the page and stage
with a brilliant turn of phrase and a fascinating life. Laugh
out loud - and heartbreaking.' - Gina Riley A former
reporter and cartoonist, Kaz Cooke is the author of the
bestselling books Up The Duff, Kidwrangling, Girl Stuff,
Girl Stuff 8-12, Women's Stuff, and the children's picture
books Wanda Linda Goes Berserk and The Terrible
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Underpants, which is not entirely autobiographical. This
novel grew out of her research and exhibition during a
Creative Fellowship at the State Library of Victoria,
2013-2015. kazcooke.com.au
This book presents a selection of the most interesting
proposals in interior design, showing a return to more
humanized concepts, based on the profound relationship
between function and aesthetics, between the essential and
the non-essential. Floor plans, technical and material
specifications, as well as commentaries on each project
are included, all provided by the architects themselves.
AVAILABLE AS A FREE DOWNLOAD This book
could save your self-esteem and even your life. Trusted
author Kaz Cooke explains how to recognise controlling
and abusive relationships and how to escape them, and
how to deal with stalking, assault, rape and other abusive
situations. Practical, emotional and non-judgemental
advice is combined with input from specialist counsellors,
and chosen quotes from hundreds of women who've been
through it. Updated in 2018.
The Choice Guide to Baby Products
Babies & Toddlers
Ada (16pt Large Print Edition)
The Book Of Emmett
The Little Book of Crap
When Wanda-Linda wakes up in a bad mood, she's rude to her
mum and dad and even Glenda, her hairy-nosed wombat. But
who could have predicted that Wanda-Linda's biggest tantrum
would end up involving a horrified Mrs Kafoops, a packet of
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butter and the fire brigade? The stars of Kaz Cooke's
bestselling The Terrible Underpants ride again, with a special
cameo appearance by The Underpants themselves! A funny,
understanding picture book about being grumpy and how to
get over it. 'If I had my way, she'd be sent straight to bed
without any tea!' Mrs Kafoops
KAZ COOKE gives you the up - to - date lowdown on
pregnancy, birth and coping when you first get home. No
bossy - boots rules, just lots of cartoons and the soundest,
sanest, wittiest advice you'll ever get. Everything you need to
know about the scary parts, the funny parts and your private
parts. Week by week: what's happening to you and the baby
Hermoine and the Modern Girl's hilarious pregnancy diary
AND How to prepare for pregnancy and the baby Info on
conceiving, and IVF Crying, eating, weeing and working
Blokes, bosoms, busybodies and bunny - rugs Nausea and
other 'side effects' Tests: what they're like and what they are
for The best services, websites and books on everything Stretch
marks, 'natural childbirth' vs medical intervention, baby
clothes and nappies, travel, safety, and how to be rude to
complete strangers Labour, caesareans and pain relief
Breastfeeding What it's like with a newborn baby
A fresh, no stress baby book with lots of room for photos and
scribbles. There are cartoons and suggestions, but you choose
your own memories to keep - from cross-eyed baby stares
through toddler acrobatics to the first day of school.
Fully revised and updated, the second edition of this bestselling Rough Guide gives you the up-to-date lowdown on
pregnancy, birth and coping when you first get home. A week
by week guide to what's happening to you and the baby, from
choosing where to give birth, coping with nausea and
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understanding the tests you will need to dealing with stretch
marks, breastfeeding for the first time and adapting to life with
a new born. There are no bossy-boots rules, just the sanest,
wittiest advice you'll ever get, plus lots of cartoons. This
complete guide has everything you will need to know about the
scary parts, the funny parts and your private parts.
Resourcing Early Learners
Wanda-Linda Goes Berserk
Women's Stuff
Living with Crazy Buttocks
The Little Book of Stress
This guide to the best baby products on the
market is packed with practical information
based on extensive research and testing. A
must for every new parent, it includes
essential information on: cots; highchairs;
strollers; disposable nappies; child car
restraints; baby monitors, changing
accessories; toys; playpens and walkers.
Much-recommended by new mothers, this is the
only book you'll need for the best baby
advice. Now completely revised and updated.
Refreshingly honest, openly frank and
candidly blunt, this book has been written by
a mother (who is also an experienced midwife)
for other mothers. It oozes warm fuzzies,
exudes realism in every paragraph and is
refreshing in its guiltless honesty. Modern
first-time mothers are often alone - devoid
of once-traditional motherhood knowledge and
practical support. Often previously selfconfident women find themselves isolated,
fumbling over everyday mothering tasks,
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enduring sleep deprivation, feeling
desperately despondent - and aching and
leaking everywhere. This book provides
supportive, caring advice - one mum to
another - while at the same time serving as
an encyclopaedic medical reference regarding
the mother and baby. Checked thoroughly by
medical professionals, this book is a unique
blend, like having access to a kind and
gentle GP as well as to all the gems of
wisdom of years of mothers' coffee groups.
This title clearly and compassionately
explains the ups as well as the downs which
are perfectly normal aspects of giving birth
and mothering in today's society.
Are your breasts in rude health, a useful
size and pointing in the right direction? Kaz
Cooke explains how to look after your
breasts, breast reduction and enlargement
surgery, what to do if you find a lump, what
to expect from medical procedures, and what
you need to know about breast cancer including cheering info about survival rates.
With input from experts and quotes from real
women, this ebook is based on the 'Breast
Health' and 'Cosmetic Surgery & Procedures'
chapters of the bestselling book Women's
Stuff. 'a must-have guide to life's
challenges from relationships to health,
housework and sex, with comments and quotes
from women around the world.' B Magazine 'a
manifesto for the modern Australian woman ...
chock-a-block with oestrogen-charged
information and advice (and) delivered with
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Cooke's signature irreverent and razor-sharp
repartee.' Melbourne Weekly 'Fun, friendly
and serious by turn ... There's no 'fibs,
faff or fakery' here, ladies. This best
friend gives it to you straight and with the
best of intentions.' Sunday Mail (Brisbane)
Everything you need to know about sex,
covering virginity, orgasms (fake and real),
body image worries, diseases, problems,
partner's lack of interest or skill, porn,
erotica, sexuality and the best
contraceptives. Kaz Cooke brings you the fun
and the facts. With expert input and quotes
from real women about their sex lives, this
ebook is based on the 'Sex' chapter of the
bestselling book Women's Stuff. 'a must-have
guide to life's challenges from relationships
to health, housework and sex, with comments
and quotes from women around the world.' B
Magazine 'a manifesto for the modern
Australian woman … chock-a-block with
oestrogen-charged information and advice
(and) delivered with Cooke's signature
irreverent and razor-sharp repartee.'
Melbourne Weekly 'Fun, friendly and serious
by turn … There's no 'fibs, faff or fakery'
here, ladies. This best friend gives it to
you straight and with the best of
intentions.' Sunday Mail (Brisbane)
Collective Wisdom on Creating a Family from
Conception to Birth and Beyond
The Baby Book
Girl Stuff
Should you Immunise Your Kids?
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The Rough Guide to Babies & Toddlers

The Rough Guide to Babies & Toddlers is the funny,
reassuring and practical guide that all new (and old) parents
have been looking for - with no judgmental guru-speak about
the right way to do things, just a range of great solutions for
you to choose from. Written by the award-winning author
Kaz Cooke, an author and mother whose trademark lighthearted practical style and witty cartoons make this book
pleasurable as well as informative. The user-friendly sections
are inspired by real-life - chapters include 'Getting through
the first weeks', which gives new mums and dads the lowdown on bosoms, bottles, bonding, the blues, and mum's postbaby body. Realistic and with a healthy sense of humour, the
guide offers practical suggestions for dozens of scenarios you
might encounter with your new bundle of joy or little terror,
as well as addressing what you might be going through as new
parents - don't miss the hilarious "How to Be Perfect"
routine for new mums: adjust push-up bra, exfoliate feet,
clean up sick! The eagerly awaited sequel to the best-selling
The Rough Guide to Pregnancy & Birth is finally here to save
your sanity with good advice, great humour and a lot of
understanding!
No one's got a wickeder eye for the absurdities of
contemporary culture than Kaz Cooke. In Living with Crazy
Buttocks she sets her sights on Barbie, NASA, celebrities,
firemen, archbishops, cosmetic surgery, Internet gurus, The
Bill and Ben-Hur. She even takes a long, hard look at Ricky
Martin's bottom, not to mention Barbara Cartland's beauty
secrets. Discover how to find your Inner Bloke, wear a
colander correctly, see the romance in a dim sim, and keep
your dignity when you're dumped by a married man (call him
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Mr Poophead). Thrill to the gripping soapie Casino! ('Look
out! That iceberg has a gun!'). Get your gardening tips from
Ivy, the pesticide-addled expert ('Gardening: it's just poetry
with rubber gloves on'). And go far, far into the lurid heart
of modern excess with the feral, fearless and fabulously
funny Kaz Cooke.
Further Irreverent But Knowing Reflections On Parenting
And Childcare From The Author Of A Bun In The Oven,
Now Tackling The Challenges Posed By Babies, Toddlers,
And Preschools.
The Little Book of Crap, written in conjunction with the
mysterious Simon Weazelpantz, is the inevitable follow-up to
Kaz Cooke's hilarious spoof on tiny books of potted wisdom,
The Little Book of Stress. It offers thoughts for the reader to
ponder that range from the downright woolly "A lewd cuckoo
gathers no moss" to the decidedly pertinent "Decorum is
important - but not if it gets between you and the food." As
the authors say, it's about as useful as all those other tiny
books - and a lot more fun! In fact, the most fun you can
have between two covers!
Birth, Babies & Motherhood Uncensored
Oh Baby
Looking After Babies, Toddlers and Preschoolers
The Real Guide to Caring for Babies, Toddlers and
Preschoolers
Ada
Here's everything you need to know about being
a pre-teen, from Kaz Cooke, author of Girl Stuff
for teens. * body changes * dealing with friends
& bullies * getting confident * first periods *
pimples * hair (wherever it is) * phones & being
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online * what to eat * being fit & healthy * the
best books & movies * how to be happy with your
own true self * & lots more! Girl Stuff 8–12 fits
under your pillow and is written with the help of
medical and other experts. PS: This book is for
girls aged 8 to 12. Girls 12+ need Girl Stuff: Your
Full-on Guide to the Teen Years.
Presents advice for new parents on taking full
advantage of the early development years of a
child's life, providing tips to maximize an infant's
mental and emotional growth.
With over 600 pages and heaps of cartoons, Girl
Stuff has everything girls need to know aboutfriends, body changes, shopping, clothes, makeup, pimples (arrghh), sizes, hair, earning money,
guys, embarrassment, what to eat, moods,
smoking, why diets suck, handling love and
heartbreak, exercise, school stress, sex, beating
bullies and mean girls, drugs, drinking, how to
find new friends, cheering up, how to get on with
your family, and confidence. Each chapter
includes facts, hints, inspiring lists, hundreds of
quotes from real girls, and details for over 350
websites, books and other information. Written
in extensive consultation with more than 70
medical, and practical experts, Girl Stuff
provides the most up-to-date and useful
information possible. Visit
www.girlstuffbook.com.au 'Girl Stuffis the bible
when it comes to being a young teen girl...... '
bellaboo.com.au 'Girl Stuff is the ultimate teen
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guide.'Courier Mail 'Kaz Cooke has come to the
rescue...... (Girl Stuff) goes way beyond the
usual girly stuff of pimples, periods and pashing.
It covers everything from physical changes and
body image to teenage brains, moods, alcohol,
drugs, confidence, friendship, relationships,
mental health, money, school, work, feminism
and marketing scams.' Herald Sun 'The ultimate
reference book for any girl.' Girlfriend 'It has
practical advice on diet, health, sex, and other
embarrassing problems.' Good Health & Medicine
'If you're worried about your teenage daughter,
buying this book may be one of the best things
you can do to help guide her through. I wish I
had this sort of information at my disposal
during those testing years.' Manly Daily 'Kaz
doesn't preach, she talks to you like your best
friend.' New Idea 'Girl Stuff is the kind of book
most girls will enjoy, read voraciously and refer
to over and over again ...... Cooke genuinely
respects her readers and it shows' Sydney
Morning Herald 'The book is filled with quotes
from teenagers, giving it a chatty and informal
style, but also a real insight into the mysterious
minds of teens.' Sunday Examiner 'Whether
you're a teenage girl or the parent of one, you'll
love (Girl Stuff), a guide to navigating those
tricky pre-adulthood years...... and its written in
Cooke's inimitable, humorous style.' Sunday
Herald Sun 'a survival guide covering sex, love,
pubic hair, cyber-safety, money, hair ironing,
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shopping, self-defence, homework, brain-care,
how to change the world and a zillion other
things that weigh heavily on girls' minds...... '
The Australian
Every step of the journey to become a parent,
while exciting, can also be daunting with
countless choices and varying advice. In Why
Didn't Anyone Tell Me?, parents from around the
world speak honestly about their experiences of
assisted conception, pregnancy, birth, sex,
relationships and raising children. Woven
between the stories are insights and tips, as well
as evidence-based information and
recommended further reading about the topics
referred to in the stories. If you are about to
become a parent or are thinking of having
children, the stories you read will give you some
insight to the process, both physical and
emotional and will help you along your own
journey to creating a family.
The Modern Woman's Guide to Her Own Sex Life
The Real Guide to Pregnancy
Penguin Special
You’re Doing it Wrong: A History of Bad &
Bonkers Advice to Women
How to Raise Emotionally Healthy Children

Feeling stressed? Who isn't? Feeling calm?
What are you, nuts? Whatever your state of
mind, try this hilarious send-up of relaxation
hints - for the relaxed and uptight alike!
According to Kaz Cooke,
trying to stay calm is
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too stressful. Go with the anxiety flow.
So you're home - here's this tiny curly-up
creature, wrapped up like take-away fish and
chips - now what? With warm humour and
accessibility Kaz Cooke provides a complete
guide for first-time parents, addressing all the
practical and emotional issues you'll face from
the moment you leave the delivery room to
the first day of school. Crying, cooing,
sleeping, feeding, potty training, tantrum
flailing - this is the one book to reach for. It's
packed with brilliant information, is
completely grounded in reality and is a
celebration of how to enjoy the wonders of
parenthood that will provoke many a tear of
laughter. No bossy-boots rules, just the
sanest, soundest, funniest advice you'll ever
get.
Many girls now see the first changes of
puberty as young as 8 or 9 years old. By
popular request Kaz Cooke has adapted &
rewritten Girl Stuff especially to equip
younger girls with all the age-appropriate info
they need.
In 1841, Australia's first children's book was
published, the anonymous writer known only
as 'a lady long resident in New South Wales'.
The identity of the author was one of the most
puzzling literary mysteries until 1981, when
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she was finally given a name: Charlotte
Waring Atkinson.Today, her great-great-greatgreat-granddaughters Kate Forsyth and
Belinda Murrell are also celebrated authors.
They grew up on stories about Charlotte's life
of love, grief, and violence - and her struggle
to assert an independent spirit. Not only a
bestselling author, she was also an early
Australian artist, and a pioneer in the fight for
women's legal rights. In SEARCHING FOR
CHARLOTTE, Kate and Belinda embark on a
voyage of discovery that investigates family
history, writing, motherhood, what changes
and what stays the same. It is a journey that
will transform everything they thought they
knew about their family...
Searching for Charlotte
SuperBaby
Kid Wrangling
The Rough Guide To Girl Stuff
Kidwrangling
Now you have a baby, what on earth are
you going to do with it? Kaz Cooke
delivers all the up-to-date, reliable
info, with advice from the experts,
including real mums and dads.
Kidwrangling is funny, reassuring and
practical, with no judgemental
guruspeak about the right way to do
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things -- just a range of great
solutions for you to choose from. This
much-loved parenting bible has been in
print since 2003 and Kaz keeps all the
info bang up-to-the-minute with updates
to every reprint. Updated 2015. BABIES
getting through the first weeks; bosoms
& bottles, sleeping & crying; coping,
bonding & the blues; new mum & newborn
health & mum's post-baby body; first
food, teething & dummies; equipment
TODDLERS & PRESCHOOLERS family food &
using the loo; child care, teaching
kids how to behave & getting ready for
school; dealing with common illnesses
PLUS emotional and physical development
0 to 5; immunisation, safety & travel;
what dads need to know; birthday
parties & presents; games, toys &
activities; being at home or doing paid
work; best ever lists of helplines and
other contacts. For more plase visit
penguin.com.au/kidwrangling
It's not every day a handsome young man
appears onyour doorstep to ask if
you're a respectable woman...' Miss Ada
Delroy and her famous vaudeville troupe
stormed five continents, enchanting
royalty, miners and larrikins alike
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with her wit, illusions, and
breathtaking dances. 'I had a diamond
pendant near as big as an emu egg off
the Maharajah of What's-His-Name. They
named a racehorse after me, and a
pigeon and a potato soup on an Orient
steamship.' Under the costume made from
100 yards of billowing silk was a woman
who couldn't help being both fabulous
and disreputable. Down on her luck in a
rented room in Melbourne, morphia
cocktail in hand, Ada receives a
visitor. Is she ready to share her
secrets? Inspired by photos of real
1890s vaudevillians, Kaz Cooke brings
to life a forgotten world of cunning
clairvoyants and trained cockatoos; of
fierce loyalties and mixed lollies; the
glamour of the stage and the muck of
the road. Funny, inventive and lovingly
researched, Ada isthe story of an
extraordinary woman in the toughest of
times, with the courage to make herself
the star. 'I'll tell you what I loved
about being a theatrical. You're a
custodian of magic, a purveyor of
glamour, a repository of mystery.
You're someone.' 'Ada is absolutely
compelling, complex and real! This Lady
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Thesp leaps off the page and stage with
a brilliant turn of phrase and a
fascinating life. Laugh out loud - and
heartbreaking.' - Gina Riley A former
reporter and cartoonist, Kaz Cooke is
the author of the bestselling books Up
The Duff, Kidwrangling, Girl Stuff,
Girl Stuff 8-12, Women's Stuff, and the
children's picture books Wanda Linda
Goes Berserk and The Terrible
Underpants, which is not entirely
autobiographical. This novel grew out
of her research and exhibition during a
Creative Fellowship at the State
Library of Victoria, 2013-2015.
kazcooke.com.au
Sex with the Lot
Girl Stuff 8–12
The Terrible Underpants
Why Didn't Anyone Tell Me?
How to Get Out of a Bad Relationship &
Recover From Assault
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